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BITCOIN DIRECT WILL FEATURE EXCLUSIVE MIKE
TYSON BRANDED ATMs
LAS VEGAS, Sept. 14, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Conexus Corporation (OTC Pink:CNXS)
announced today that its subsidiary, Bitcoin Direct LLC, a Nevada limited liability company
("Bitcoin Direct" or the "Company"), has partnered with Mike Tyson for what is the first
celebrity-partnership in the bitcoin industry.
The Mike Tyson Bitcoin ATMs will provide consumers with the ability to instantaneously
purchase bitcoin through their mobile devices. This is the first celebrity sponsored product in the
history of the growing bitcoin industry. The first of several Mike Tyson Bitcoin ATMs is
expected to be installed by Bitcoin Direct in Las Vegas for consumer use later this month.
Conrad Huss, President of Conexus, said, "We are excited to announce the Mike Tyson Bitcoin
ATM, which marks the first celebrity partnership in the bitcoin industry."
Bitcoin Direct LLC offers solutions to purchase bitcoin for cash. Bitcoin Direct is the exclusive
American distributer for the General Bytes brand of teller machines, and operates automated
kiosks that allow customers to buy bitcoin easily and quickly. ATM transactions are completed
within seconds. Bitcoin Direct intends to help businesses incorporate bitcoin solutions
customized to meet their specific business needs, and intends to provide a variety of bitcoin
custom integration payment applications and interfaces for the general consumer.
About Bitcoin Direct LLC Conexus Corporation (otc pink:CNXS) subsidiary, Bitcoin Direct
LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, provides bitcoin transaction solutions for the
consumer. Bitcoin Direct's initial focus is to operate and service its bitcoin ATMs (automated
bitcoin machines) in multiple locations across the U.S. Bitcoin ATMs provide consumers with
the ability to instantaneously purchase bitcoin through their mobile devices. Currently, the
Company believes that it is the largest operator of bitcoin ATMs in Las Vegas. In addition, the
Company plans to offer a full range of bitcoin transaction solutions to a wide variety of
industries including remittance and gaming, among others.
To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/newsreleases/conexus-corporation-and-bitcoin-direct-llc-announce-partnership-with-mike-tyson300142025.html
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